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The Raptor’s Roar 

Bidding Farewell To A Fabulous Five 
       When the 2018-2019 school 

year dawns and Rosa 

International Middle School 

begins its 20th year of life, it will 

do so without five educators who 

truly left a mark on the school.  

      Dr. Marcia Ruberg, school 

psychologist, Diane Paull, 

Math, George Gehring, Math, 

and Janet Merin, Approaches to 

Learning, are retiring. Susan 

Cappuccio, Approaches to 

Learning, and one of the teachers 

who helped open Rosa, is leaving 

for Beck Middle School as her 

Communication Impaired 

Program is being transferred 

there.  

      These five colleagues have 

had a deep impact on all of us. 

We wish them all the best. We 

want them to know that they take 

a piece of us with them, the “us” 

who learned from them and who 

were changed by them and are 

better educators and people 

because of them. We share some 

thoughts and parting words about 

each of them.  

 

      Marcia Ruberg (MR) is 

known for her ability to break 

down the most complex 

information into chunks that mere 

mortals can comprehend. In other 

words, she’s really, really smart. 

And if you want additional proof, 

look no further than her love for 

Bruce Springsteen and travel. If 

that’s not proof, nothing is. 

      Diane Paull (DP) not only is a 

terrific teacher but is universally 

considered one of the kindest 

people at Rosa. She also has a 

great sense of humor and can 

recognize an incongruity – and 

we’re not talking about angles 

here, but that, too – from a 

distance. She has a way of 

reaching kids who seem 

unreachable. And did you know 

she has an amazing singing voice?  

      George Gehring’s (GG) Math 

students applaud him as a terrific 

teacher, as well as a very funny 

guy. He has the quintessential dry 

sense of humor. Here is a 

conversation   between   a    student                                                   

 

 

and Mr. Gehring overheard by a 

colleague.  

      Student: Mr. Gehring, I need 

the date. 

      GG: Date, I can’t date you. I’m 

married.  

      Susan Cappuccio (SC) has 

chosen to work with students for 

whom school can be a struggle 

because of communication issues. 

She has done so with compassion, 

insight and empathy. She was 

among the first teachers hired to 

staff Rosa. Nothing makes her 

happier than seeing her students 

make progress and succeed. 

Thanks to her efforts, many 

students have reached heights 

considered unattainable. 

      Janet Merin (JM) is leaving 

Rosa to focus on regaining her 

health. How well she is loved will 

be evident from the comments 

colleagues have shared about her. 

Janet is Rosa: Smart, witty, 

compassionate, kind, determined, 

questioning, artistic and very 

funny – and that is             See p. 2 

 

 Off To High 

School 
By Hunter West 

Editor-In-Chief, Grade 8 

 

 

      After a long school year, 

summer is almost here. After 

three years of tests, quizzes and 

excessive homework, I’ve made 

it!  I’m going to high school! 

      It’s amazing to see how 

everyone has changed in these 

past three years. Before Rosa, I 

thought school was all about 

recess and snack-time. Now it’s 

something totally different. It’s 

going to be interesting to see how 

9th grade turns out.  

      Goodbye to everyone from 

our grade, as I might not see you 

again if you’re not going to High 

School East. Nevertheless, as   I,    

especially, do not want to leave on 

a sad note, good luck to everyone 

else at Rosa. Good luck to the 

incoming 6th graders as they begin 

their middle school journeys.  I 

hope they enjoy this school as 

much as I did.  

 

back on 6th grade and say it was a 

memorable experience. 

      Among the highlights of the 

2017-2018 school year was the 

Stars over Africa Talent Show. 

Many talented students 

volunteered to perform in this 

show with acts such as piano 

playing, gymnastics and dancing. 

Watching this show was amazing 

as students came together to help 

raise money for the Awegys 

School in Uganda. I hope to watch 

it next year as well.  

      Another special experience for 

me was Mt. Misery. Mt. Misery 

helped me to learn many new 

things about nature. It also helped 

me build closer friendships with 

others. The cabins were nice and I 

didn't even mind not sleeping on 

my comfy bed back home. I 

enjoyed the food so much, 

especially after very           See p. 3 
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By Ellie Noh 

Grade 6 

 
      As a 6th grader, Rosa has been 

a great experience for me. In the 

beginning, opening lockers and 

getting used to the environment 

was a bit hard. However, now as a 

locker-opening  guru,  I  can   look  

 

Reflections  

On 6th 

Grade 
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From Rosa’s Staff To The Fantastic Five – All the Best! Our Thoughts… 

 From Retirees, cover   just a partial list.  

      Lynne Vosbikian on MR: Marcia - 

Congratulations and best of luck to one of the 

founding members of Rosa. You have 

supported us through a journey of life-

changing moments in education and will 

always be at the root of our foundation and 

in our Rosa hearts. Enjoy your personal 

journey as you retire. I am sure you are off to 

even greater places and exciting paths. 

Thank you for all of your time, support and 

encouragement as you have made a big 

difference in the lives of many of our 

students, teachers and families. 

      George Zografos on DP: How do we say 

goodbye to one of the sweetest and most 

caring teachers ever to work with us here at 

Rosa? Diane will be missed by everyone in 

the Math Department and by her long-time 

Advisory partner, Evelyne Bittout. Diane has 

a terrific way with words and could always 

be counted on to answer a parent with a 

wonderful tone, one that conveyed the 

information the parent needed to help the 

student succeed. Diane also was one of the 

Fabulous Three who used to "quack" at me 

in the hallways when I was a math teacher at 

Rosa. Now she will be able to spend more 

time with her family and fellow "quacker" 

Sue Wilby, a Rosa Math teacher who retired 

several years ago. Staying behind, for now, 

is Diane’s long-time friend Ann Saddel, 

whose presence will remind me of the fond 

times we all had together.  I wish you the 

best of luck, Diane, and please enjoy every 

minute of your retirement.  You will be 

greatly missed! 

      Karen Barry on GG: To Mr. Gehring - I 

wish you pink sunsets, long days on the golf 

course, cold drinks, and all the time in the 

world to study fractions. 

      George Zografos on SC: Susan, while 

you are not retiring, I just wanted to thank 

you for all of your years of service at 

Rosa.  You have been a true advocate for 

children and embodied the true Rosa core 

values and beliefs.  I wish you the best as you 

begin a new chapter in your educational 

journey. Please know how much positive 

change you brought about to the Rosa 

Community. 

      Lynne Vosbikian on JM: Janet - I truly 

do not even know where to begin. We miss 

you every day and will continue to miss you 

even more. Meetings will not be the same 

without your sweet smile across the table and 

the ability to make everyone feel 

comfortable.  You have been  a   presence  at  

 

Rosa, a founding member of our team and 

the person who many of us would go to for 

guidance, information and just a good old 

touch of love. You deserve the best because 

you are one of the most amazing people in 

our world. May your quilt always be full of 

color, fun and great memories! 

      Elizabeth Wegoye on MR: Dr. Ruberg's 

knowledge and commitment to Rosa's 

students will be missed...Wishing you 

wonderful new adventures! 

      Jules Farkas on DP: When I first met 

Diane at school, there was this nagging 

feeling that I knew her from somewhere but 

for weeks I could not figure it out.  It finally 

made sense to me one Sunday at Mass at 

Queen of Heaven Church - Diane was the 

singer during Mass – she has a beautiful 

voice! 

      Lynne Vosbikian on GG: George-

Congratulations on your retirement from 

teaching at Rosa. Your commitment to 

Rosa’s students and staff over the years will 

leave its mark on many of us for a very long 

time. It certainly will not be the same in the 

Math Office without your sweet smile! 

Thank you for your quiet strength and depth 

of teaching knowledge that you shared with 

us each day. Enjoy your free time and know 

that we will miss you! 

      George Zongrafos on JM: Rosa will 

never be the same without Janet's humor, 

flannel, and upbeat and witty 

personality. You never knew what Janet 

was going to say, but that is what we loved 

about working with her.  I wish her a speedy 

recovery and I want her to know that we are 

all thinking and praying for her. It seems 

like yesterday when you put plastic bugs in 

my bed at Mt. Misery. I will miss laughing 

with you about any and all subject 

matters.  Good luck in everything that you 

do! You are greatly missed! 

      Diane Smierciak on JM: My favorite 

memory of Janet Merin is when we were 

both having our piano lesson at Jack 

Murtha’s house and Jack asked us if we 

wanted to play a duet. We were both very 

excited to try it. I have to say we started out 

way out of sync!! But by the end of the 

song, we nailed it!! 

      Karen Barry on MR: To Marcia - I wish 

you exciting adventures, mysteries to solve, 

and long days wandering about your 

beloved Philadelphia. 

      Elizabeth Wegoye on DP: I had the 

pleasure of having   Mrs. Paull   as my math 

teacher    many  years     ago,   and   I    still                                                           

 

remember how she brought such kindness 

and patience to every class.  Mrs. Paull, 

Rosa's students and staff will miss you! 

     George Zografos on GG: George has 

been a steady and driving force in the Rosa 

Math Department for many years. His 

enthusiasm, wit and uncanny personality 

will be missed by all.  As George embarks 

on the next phase of his life, I wish him the 

best of luck and I am sure he will continue 

to spread his math humor to everyone with 

whom he comes in contact.  Thank you, 

"Math George," for all of your years of 

service and for creating math wizards from 

your Algebra and ITF classes. And to be 

clear, George, in my book, you are a 4!  We 

will all miss George very much. If George 

gets bored, he can always organize washer 

tournaments as we know his competitive 

fire will always burn at full force. Good 

luck George and please stay off the roof of 

the barn!   

     George Zografos on MR: Marcia has 

been a true advocate for all students and her 

picture should be in the dictionary for the 

definition of caring adult.  Marcia has spent 

countless hours behind the scenes making 

sure we always put the student first in all 

decisions. Marcia's dual role of school 

psychologist and guidance counselor was a 

blessing. She not only case-managed her 

students, but also counseled them, which 

enabled her to get to know them as 

individuals.  When Marcia would question 

a decision, or make an alternate 

recommendation, she always had the details 

worked out to help the student 

succeed.  Working with Marcia in the 

summer always required me to have a 

pencil with an eraser as we worked through 

variations of the master schedule to best suit 

our students. Finally, Marcia was the 

heartbeat behind the CAPSS Program. She 

will be greatly missed as we try to continue 

this program, this voyage, without our 

captain!  Marcia, I will miss you very much 

and will always treasure our conversations 

about making changes to help our students. 

Good luck in retirement! You are now free 

to attend many more concerts!   

      Lynne Vosbikian on DP: Diane - So 

very excited for you to have the opportunity 

to begin your new life in retirement. 

However, knowing the type person you are 

I have no doubt that you will never stop 

doing things for others and will always be 

both a learner  and  teacher in  all  you do in 

your future.                                      See p. 3                  
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  from Fab Five, p. 2   We will miss you 

so incredibly much and please know that 

Rosa’s doors are always open to you.  

      Anne Saddel on GG: Dear George - I 

will miss your sense of humor. The math 

office will not be the same without you! 

Thank you for all your hard work on our 

behalf. Yes, we will be using your 

quizzes for 10 years to come...Stay happy 

and healthy in retirement. 

      Dan Feeley on JM: Janet - Rosa will 

not be the same without you...Your spirit 

and humor have always kept me on my 

toes.  

      Jules Farkas on JM: Janet Merin was 

my ATL the first year I taught and we 

would have conversations using double 

entendres and slang from our "less 

mature years" and the kids had no idea 

why we were enjoying classes that I am 

sure they thought were mundane and 

boring.  

      Karen Barry on DP: To Diane - I 

wish you leisurely coffee breaks, huggles 

with grandkids, and a chance to dream 

your own dreams. 

      Dan Feeley on DP: You are one of the 

most thoughtful and kind people I know 

and it has been a pleasure working with 

you these years. 

      Dan Feeley on MR: Your dedication 

and caring spirit will be missed. 

      Ann Saddel on DP: Dear Diane - You 

and I have been best friends in the math 

office for a long time. I will miss you 

terribly and I can't believe you are leaving 

me behind! My wish for you is a happy and 

healthy retirement. Enjoy that new RV! 

Lots of love, Ann       

      Gail Trocola on MR: Marcia, I don’t 

know how to thank you for all the years 

of friendship, understanding, help and 

sanity during the past 14 years. Your 

advice has always kept me calm and sane 

and enabled me to get through the most 

difficult days. I can’t imagine you not 

being here next year. I do want to 

congratulate you on your dedication to 

helping so many Rosa students! I wish that 

you could see how you have impacted their 

lives for the better! 

Your love and endless caring is a 

wonderful tribute to the professional who 

you are and whom we love and admire. 

Travel, relax and enjoy every minute. I 

promise to meet you for dinner in Philly! 

With love, Gail 

      George Guy on JM: Mrs. Merin brings 

incredible amounts of energy to 

Rosa!  When she first steps into the 

school, she is full of joy, laughter and good 

will.  When you come to her and Mr. 

McGovern’s class, you will          See p. 5 

from Reflections, Cover          long hikes.    

        Another highlight of my first year at 

Rosa was the music program, which is 

great. I loved playing flute. The 6th grade 

band put together a wonderful 

performance for the winter and spring 

concerts. The hardworking Mrs. Mark 

has done an exceptional job preparing us 

for our performances.  

      I also enjoyed being a part of Student 

Council as a T&D representative. I had 

fun participating in events such as the 5th 

Grade Information Night. I enjoyed 

meeting prospective Rosa students. Two 

clubs that I was a part of that were really 

fun were the Debate Club and the 

Raptor’s Roar newspaper staff. I enjoyed 

debating and sending articles to the 

Philadelphia UN and working in teams to 

complete submissions. Writing for the 

newspaper and attending folding parties 

was memorable as well. 

More Thoughts On Our Retirees 

 

As 6th Grade Comes To An End 

 
      Last, but definitely not least, of the 

great events here at Rosa was the staging 

of the musical Annie this past Spring. The 

production of Annie was incredible to 

perform in and to watch. The Rosa cast 

and crew worked very hard to put 

together this show. The lights, sound, 

acting, and singing were stunning and 

way beyond any show I have watched. 

Mrs. Raditz, Ms. Riley, and Mr. Murtha 

contributed greatly to this show, which 

was the full stage version and not the 

shortened junior version. I can’t wait to 

participate in next year’s show as a part 

of Rosa’s drama team. 

      As it turned out, middle school was 

better than I expected. I am thankful for 

all the friendships and memories I have 

made this year. I hope to have a 

remarkable time in 7th grade as well!  

 

 

Thanks And Welcome  
To Retirement 

       By Christine Lind 

One of Rosa’s Original Eight, Retirement 

Class 2017 

    

   As I reflect on the time I spent teaching, I 

think my favorite memories are those of Rosa 

International Middle School. You may or may 

not know that the year before Rosa opened in 

1999, the newly-hired staff was very busy 

planning the opening of the school. As a 

magnet school dedicated to all-inclusive 

classroom groupings as well as a school 

organized under the International 

Baccalaureate (IB) system of education, Rosa 

was forging a new path. The new 

administration entrusted us, the new staff, to 

lay out that path.  

      Which leads me to express my gratitude 

and sincerest admiration for three incredible 

women: Marcia Ruberg, Susan Cappuccio and 

Janet Merin.  I was privileged to know Marcia 

from Sharp School where we previously 

worked.  Marcia is so intelligent and caring. In 

the early years, she was the vision behind 

Rosa along with our founding principal, 

Tammy McDonald, and our assistant 

principal, Ed Canzanese.  As the school went 

through changes, Marcia was like the “little 

engine that could” plugging along to maintain 

the integrity of IB and the initial vision.  

Personally, she was my confidante and friend. 

While I know Marcia will be missed at Rosa, 

I am thrilled that she will have the chance to 

travel and do things for herself.  

      Susan Cappuccio was the first member of 

the special education department to be hired. 

She is one of Rosa’s original eight teachers. 

She was the perfect person to get the special 

education program going. When Susan called 

me (Rosa’s second hire) to meet with her 

about developing an all-inclusive setting with 

flexible scheduling, I agreed to meet her at her 

house. So, there I was, with this brilliant 

woman who had all this leadership experience 

from teaching in Massachusetts as she began 

to lay out the logistics of what needed to be 

accomplished. I found out that Susan is a whiz 

at curriculum and, during her time at Rosa, 

would develop the IEP At A Glance, which we 

still use today. As we sat by her pool amid a 

serene setting, albeit with an avalanche of 

papers before us, we burst out laughing. “We 

can do this!” we agreed.                      See p. 4 
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  Former Retiree  

Reflects On Current 

Retirees 
 

from Chris Lind, p. 3     We did have help. 

Enter Janet Merin. What a powerhouse!  

Janet’s infectious humor brightened our 

days. Not only did she contribute 

curriculum-wise, but she used her artistic 

gifts to give Rosa the feel of a home. Few 

surfaces escaped Janet’s stenciling 

expertise as her efforts transformed Rosa. 

Janet also devised a way to use her quilting 

and sewing talents to promote team spirit 

and togetherness in Advisory. Year after 

year, Janet taught students in her 

advisories how to sew and how to use 

sewing to make quilts. As they worked 

together under Janet’s guidance, the 

students grew both as learning community 

members and as people. Janet is a treasure! 

     I had the privilege to work with many 

of Rosa math teachers, who are part of our 

school’s amazing math department. Diane 

Paull and I happily co-taught a number of 

classes together and I enjoyed every 

minute. Diane knows her math and knows 

how to communicate it with humor to 

middle schoolers, which is not an easy 

task!   Diane is patient beyond infinity and 

she encourages her students to keep trying 

even when things get tough. 

     While I never had the chance to co-

teach with George Gehring, I can tell you 

from sharing classrooms with him that he 

is hilarious and the kids love his sense of 

humor.  They don’t even realize how much 

they are learning and I’m sure he would 

have a comment about that, too! Lol.  I also 

think George enjoyed being on a team that 

always shared a piece of cake from one of 

LC 7’s birthday celebrations.   

     To all of these wonderful people, may 

your futures be filled with the kind of love, 

joy and happiness that you brought to all 

of us at Rosa! 

 

~ Chris Lind - Happily Retired Teacher ☺   

 

By Lucinda McFadden 

Grade 6 

 

 

      When I decided to go to Rosa, I never 

thought it’d turn out this way. I thought I 

would remain with my childhood besties 

forever. Boy, was I wrong. 

      The year was so much better than I 

expected.  

      I met some nice peers and joined some 

clubs. If I hadn’t gone to Rosa, I would 

never have had these experiences. 

      I’ve grown as a person since I first 

walked through Rosa’s doors. So, one 

thing about me is that I am clumsy. I fell 

and tripped a lot at the beginning of the 

year because I wasn’t used to the carpet 

and I dragged my feet. 

      Another thing I had to get used to was 

carrying books all day. Turns out I 

dropped them a lot as they were hard to 

hold. Nowadays I can open my locker 

without messing up, not trip, and carry my 

books perfectly. 

      Another thing I have yet to mention is 

that I like school. It gets annoying 

sometimes, but I get to see my friends, eat 

lunch with them, and hang out all day.  

      My year was awesome and I can’t wait 

to go into 7th grade. If you are a 5th grader 

or just a person who wants to come to get 

into Rosa for 7th or 8th grade, do it. This 

school is great and the teachers are nice. 

You will also make a ton of friends.  

      To make friends, however, you have to 

get out there and talk to someone. What 

can you talk about? Well, you could ask 

about their classes or play during gym. 

Make sure to think about your actions and 

be respectful to others. Trust me, yelling 

won’t attract anyone. Give compliments 

and be proud. 

 

Annie 

Spectacular! 
 By Kyle Lehrfeld 

Grade 6 

 

      Rosa’s Drama Club presented the full 

version of Annie as the school’s Spring 

musical. What did the audience think of the 

show? Two of the three shows were sellouts! 

      As for the cast and crew, it was a life-

changing experience. Here is what two 

drama club members had to say. 

      Indiana Vosburgh, Grade 6, Light 

Crew:  Annie was one of the best 

experiences of my life and I was able to 

make many friends.  It is something I will 

never forget. Between rehearsals and shows, 

it was amazing overall. 

      Ellie Noh, Grade 6, Servant:  I enjoyed 

watching from the first rehearsal to the end 

result.  I may have watched it 40 times, but 

it never got old. It’s funny how everyone 

knows everyone else's lines.  It is an 

experience I will always remember. 

 

My 6th Grade Year 
 

 It’s Punny! 
 By Maria Beaney 

Grade 6 

 

Q: Why can’t someone living in Maine be 

buried in Florida? 

A: Because he’s still living! 

Q: What are two things you wouldn't eat 

after waking up? 

A: Lunch and dinner. 

Q: Why was the chef embarrassed? 

A: Because he saw the salad dressing! 

Q: How many bananas can you eat if your 

stomach is empty? 

A: Just one—after that, it's not empty 

anymore. 

Q: How many seconds are there in one 

year? 

A: 12 of them: January 2nd, February 2nd, 

March 2nd, April 2nd, May 2nd, June 2nd, 

July 2nd, August 2nd, September 2nd, 

October 2nd, November 2nd, December 

2nd. 

Q: What do you say to your single friends 

on Valentine's Day?  

A: Happy Independence Day! 

Q: Boy: Do you have a date for Valentine's 

Day? 

A: Girl: Yes, February 14th. 

Q: Why do we tell actors to "break a leg?" 

A: Because every play has a cast. 

Credit to https://www.rd.com/joke 
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from Retirees, p. 3   learn about so much 

more than Humanities.  You will learn 

how to sew for others with her cherished 

sewing machines.  Mrs. Merin teaches 

skills that embody our district character 

traits of respect, responsibility and active 

citizenship.  Students and adults alike will 

miss the warmth of Mrs. Merin’s quick wit 

as well as the undeniable charm that has 

made her a “pillar” when it comes to 

teaching here at Rosa. 

      Brittany Ensign on MR: It was an 

honor to have Marcia as a mentor as I 

transitioned into my new role (Learning 

Consultant/Child Study Team) here at 

Rosa. I wish I had more time to work with 

her. Only Marcia Ruberg needs two people 

to replace her! It is clear how important 

Rosa is to Marcia and Rosa will not be the 

same without her. 

      George Guy on DP: Diane Paull is one 

of the most gracious and nurturing 

teachers I have ever met.  Mrs. Paull cares 

so very much about teaching math at high 

levels but, more importantly, she cares 

about helping children reach their full 

potential in her class and beyond! 

      Elizabeth Wegoye on SC: Whether 

she was supporting Stars Over Africa or 

working to help any student in need, Mrs. 

Cappuccio always understood the "heart" 

of Rosa.  I learned lessons from working             

 

with her in my first few years of teaching 

that I still carry with me!  Mrs. Cappuccio, 

Beck is lucky to have you -- you'll be 

missed here! 

      George Guy on MR: Dr. Ruberg 

epitomizes “social thinking!” Dr. Ruberg 

works tirelessly to help all students be their 

best.  Her work with 6th grade, especially, 

has been focused on performance 

including character trait building, service 

learning, and other aspects of the IB MYP 

Learner profile: “caring,” “principled,” 

“balanced” and “reflective.” 

      Margaret Murphy on SC: I wish Susan 

a very fond farewell. I was fortunate to 

work directly with her for several years 

and I enjoyed it. I will certainly miss her. 

      George Guy on GG: George Gehring 

always responds to being asked how he is 

with “it is the best day of my life!”  That is 

how Mr. Gehring teaches and lives.  His 

dry humor and wit help to entice his 

students into learning challenging 

concepts such as quadratic equations.                 

 

Donna Pistone on JM: 

With kind eyes... 

You taught us to be patient. 

You taught us to appreciate nature. 

You taught us to be funny. 

You taught us to seize the day. 

Thanks for teaching us all, Janet. 

 

Some Final Thoughts For Our 

Retirees 

Monkeying Around 
 By Jackson Davis 

Grade 8 

 

 

      What in the World? Sea Monkeys? So, you 

know about sea monkeys, right? Instant life, just 

like magic, right? Wrong! I’ll explain. 

Ask yourself this: what do I know about sea 

monkeys? What’s so special about them anyway?  

      Well, let me tell you. Sea monkeys were 

introduced in 1957 by Harold von Braunhut as a 

marketing gimmick for children so they could 

experience the magic of “instant life.”  

      The process for this science experiment/pet 

was 1. Fill the included bowl with water 2. Pour 

in the “water purifier.” 3. Wait 24 hours 4. Pour 

in Packet 2, the “sea monkey eggs” and presto 

change-o, you have yourself some instantaneous 

living beings!  

      But what’s the secret? Do sea monkeys 

actually just pop up out of thin air? What does the 

“water purifier” have to do with this?  

      I can answer these questions. Harold had a 

couple things hidden up his sleeves that nobody 

knew about sea monkeys. 

      First, let’s start out and explain what sea 

monkeys actually are. Sea monkeys are a 

selectively bred species of brine shrimp. These 

brine shrimp undergo a process called 

cryptobiosis, which is a physical condition during 

which the organism’s body pretty much just stops 

doing anything, but somehow keeps itself alive. 

      If you’d like to know more about cryptobiosis, 

then you should look it up and tell me about it. 

Anyway, back to sea monkeys. When you receive 

your glorified goldfish kit, you fill the tank with 

water, and then pour in a mysterious “water 

purifier.” This “water purifier” is actually the 

eggs of the brine shrimp. There really isn’t such a 

thing as “instant life.” You wait 24 hours and then 

pour in the second packet, which contains blue 

dye, so you can see the 24-hour-old brine shrimp 

better. The dye rests on the shrimp and colors 

them slightly so they are visible. 

      So, Harold von Braunhut wasn’t such a 

brilliant scientist, just a scam artist who used a 

magician’s hat trick to make profits. All in all, 

brine shrimp are pretty fascinating creatures. The 

origins of sea monkeys have been unbeknownst 

to many, but I hope I informed you. I encourage 

you to tell your friends to read the newspaper. 

You never know what you might learn.  

 

 

 

Delicate Drops of RainDelicate Drops of RainDelicate Drops of RainDelicate Drops of Rain    
By Abby Yu, Grade 7By Abby Yu, Grade 7By Abby Yu, Grade 7By Abby Yu, Grade 7    

    
    

Let the rain fall in billowsLet the rain fall in billowsLet the rain fall in billowsLet the rain fall in billows… 
Let the drops overcast a beautiful dayLet the drops overcast a beautiful dayLet the drops overcast a beautiful dayLet the drops overcast a beautiful day 

Let the rain Let the rain Let the rain Let the rain splash into overflowing puddles on sidewalks to playsplash into overflowing puddles on sidewalks to playsplash into overflowing puddles on sidewalks to playsplash into overflowing puddles on sidewalks to play 
Let the rain streak and glide down a windowLet the rain streak and glide down a windowLet the rain streak and glide down a windowLet the rain streak and glide down a window 

 
Play and walk in the rain the cloud gives lifePlay and walk in the rain the cloud gives lifePlay and walk in the rain the cloud gives lifePlay and walk in the rain the cloud gives life 

It will lightly beat upon your head like magical liquid dropsIt will lightly beat upon your head like magical liquid dropsIt will lightly beat upon your head like magical liquid dropsIt will lightly beat upon your head like magical liquid drops 
The cool water will sprinkle, spray, and splat asThe cool water will sprinkle, spray, and splat asThe cool water will sprinkle, spray, and splat asThe cool water will sprinkle, spray, and splat as    many jump and kickmany jump and kickmany jump and kickmany jump and kick 

The rain will kiss you as it falls down to the EarthThe rain will kiss you as it falls down to the EarthThe rain will kiss you as it falls down to the EarthThe rain will kiss you as it falls down to the Earth 
Reach out your hand and the sensation is cool and quickReach out your hand and the sensation is cool and quickReach out your hand and the sensation is cool and quickReach out your hand and the sensation is cool and quick 
The rain slides off a single umbrella in trickles; it’s slickThe rain slides off a single umbrella in trickles; it’s slickThe rain slides off a single umbrella in trickles; it’s slickThe rain slides off a single umbrella in trickles; it’s slick 

The growing puddles ripple with each drop...The growing puddles ripple with each drop...The growing puddles ripple with each drop...The growing puddles ripple with each drop... 
 

Drops of silver Drops of silver Drops of silver Drops of silver liquid adorn a window as ribbons stream downliquid adorn a window as ribbons stream downliquid adorn a window as ribbons stream downliquid adorn a window as ribbons stream down 
Let it slide and gentlyLet it slide and gentlyLet it slide and gentlyLet it slide and gently    cascade onto the perfect slate of glasscascade onto the perfect slate of glasscascade onto the perfect slate of glasscascade onto the perfect slate of glass 

Softening the outlines of moving objects whizzing bySoftening the outlines of moving objects whizzing bySoftening the outlines of moving objects whizzing bySoftening the outlines of moving objects whizzing by 
Blurring the world it surroundsBlurring the world it surroundsBlurring the world it surroundsBlurring the world it surrounds… 

 

Let the rain fall... 
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  BOOKMATES 2018 

       For the eighth straight year, LC 7 students participated in the BookMates Service Learning Project. Students learned 

how to make high quality children’s story books through a multi-step process over several months. The students then 

traveled to Forest Hill Elementary School in Camden, Rosa’s partner school for this literacy program run through the 

Jewish Community Center. At Forest Hill, the 8th graders presented the books to the students and then conducted lessons 

related to their books and literacy. Mrs. Rhonda Shevrin, director of BookMates and mother of Carly Shevrin, who 

brought the idea for the project to her teachers so many years ago, was on hand – along with several helpers including 

Carly – a rising college senior -  to distribute pretzels and join in the fun.  
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CARTOONS 
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HIDDEN PICTURES 
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      Can you imagine getting middle 

school students up and out of the house 

before 5 a.m? And with no argument at all? 

Well, on Friday, June 1, two hundred fifty-

eight Rosa music students did just that. 

They were on the road before the sun rose, 

arriving at school by 5:15 to meet their 

chaperones, get their instruments and 

music, and load 6 charter buses heading to 

Hershey, PA. They were embarking on 

what would be the 18th year that Rosa has 

participated in the Music In The Parks 

music festivals (and Mrs. Mark’s 30th).  

      This year they experienced a new 

performance venue, Lebanon Valley 

College, where all four performing 

ensembles – the 8th Grade Chorus, 7th & 8th 

Grade Orchestra, 7th & 8th Grade Band and 

Jazz Band – would compete. The usual 

running between schools or performance 

sites didn’t happen for the first time ever, 

making this one of the best festivals for our 

performers and directors.  

      Each of the performing ensembles 

competed with other groups from New 

Jersey, Maryland and Pennsylvania. 

College professors were charged with 

listening to and critiquing each 

performance, giving scores and advice 

(which students will be able to listen to) on 

how to improve and enhance each 

ensemble’s musicality and performance. 

      After three and a half hours of 

performing, the students got to spend the 

rest of the day in Hersheypark - their 

reward for a year’s worth of hard work and 

commitment to being in the Rosa music 

program. And it is well-deserved!  

      At the end of the day, Rosa musicians 

get to find out how they fared among all 

the schools who participated in their 

festival grouping. And what a day it was! 

Here are the results: 

8th Grade Chorus – 1st Place, Superior, 

Best Overall Chorus 

7th & 8th Grade Orchestra – 1st Place, 

Superior, Best Overall Orchestra 

7th & 8th Grade Band – 2nd Place, 

Superior (first Superior EVER for the 

concert band) 

Jazz Band – 2nd Place, Excellent Rating 

Christopher Shin walked away with an 

individual award – Best Student 

Accompanist 

 

CCCCoooonnnnggggrrrraaaattttuuuullllaaaattttiiiioooonnnnssss    ttttoooo    aaaallllllll!!!!    
 

Hershey 

Festival 2018 
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      For the 11th straight year, Rosa is 

sending students to the finals of the 

prestigious National History Day 

competition. NHD attracts competitors 

from throughout the United States as well 

as many foreign countries.  

      Under the direction of Eighth Grade 

Humanities Teacher Christy Marrella, 

who started NHD at Rosa with 10 students, 

the club attracted 82 students this year who 

met most days after school, logging 

countless hours preparing an entry in one 

of several categories, which include 

documentary, exhibit and play.  

      This year’s NHD theme is Conflict and 

Compromise in History. Representing 

Rosa as well as the state of New Jersey are 

two teams. Darren Zhou, Isabel Lee, 

Esther Tian and Youjin Park. They 

prepared a documentary about Korean 

“Comfort Women,” who were girls and 

women forced into sexual slavery by the 

Imperial Japanese Army before and during 

World War II. 

      Also representing Rosa are Ava 

Klinger and Connor Reilly who prepared 

an original play related to Alexander 

Hamilton. Following a final rehearsal of 

their play before leaving for the University 

of Maryland at College Park, site of the 

NHD competition, Ava reflected on her 

involvement in NHD. 

      “It’s been very impactful,” said Ava. 

“(NHD) has such a long legacy.” Ava said 

she is proud to be “a kid in blue,” a 

reference to the blue shirts worn by team 

members in competition. Her performance 

partner, Connor, said he especially 

enjoyed the late Friday nights when 

members shared pizza and got to bond 

with friends.  

      Darren of the Comfort Women group 

said he was excited to go to the finals and 

“share a story that has never been told 

before.” He added he was also looking 

forward to visiting nearby Washington, 

D.C., which the group will do in-between 

their presentations.  

      Ms. Marrella said that as they prepared 

for the 11th trip in a row to the finals, “I am 

reminded how incredible these historians 

are. There is no question that they will do 

well. They just need to remember 

#weallwegotweallweneed  and 

#wearenotdone.” 

 

 

 

Making  

History Again 
      Rosa’s track and field team capped off 

an amazing season with its highest ever 

finish at the South Jersey Middle School 

Track and Field League Championships. 

The championships, which took place 

Thursday, May 31, saw Rosa finish second 

behind perennial powerhouse Pennsauken. 

The Raptors defeated teams that usually 

appear in the top 5 year in and year out. 

Athletes scored points by finishing in the 

top 6 of each event. 10 points are awarded 

for 1st place, 8 for 2nd, 6 for 3rd, 4 for 4th, 2 

for 5th and 1 for 6th.  

      Many Rosa athletes established new 

personal bests at the meet. One of those 

personal bests established a new school 

and league record. Rosa had quite a few 

athletes produce scoring results.  

      In the jumping events, which include 

the high jump and long jump, Lily Thomas 

finished 5th in the high jump with a leap of 

4’2”. In the long jump, Elizabeth Fourney 

finished 4th and Gabby Bobb 6th as 

Elizabeth jumped 12’9 ¼” and Gabby 

jumped 12’5 ¾”.  

      In the “under” division of the girls’ 

long jump, Rosa athletes finished 2nd and 

3rd. Sophia Truran leaped 13’6 1/4” and 6th 

grader Jenna McGovern went 13’1 ½”.  

      Hanna Orengo, who only began high 

jumping this season, is now the league 

champion for girls’ high jump. Hanna 

jumped 4’6”.  

      A highlight of the day for Rosa 

occurred when Dillon Page set not only a 

new school record but a league record as 

well. Dillon high-jumped 5’6” for the win. 

To better put Dillon’s performance in 

perspective, the next best jumper finished 

1 foot below Dillon’s winning jump. 

Bryce Hunter had a great day in the long 

jump with his 7th place finishing jump of 

14’4 ¾”.  

      In the throwing events, which include 

the discus throw and shot put, 6th grader 

Jasmin Warren threw the 6-pound shot 

31’4”, which is her best throw ever by over 

2 feet and the 2nd best throw ever in school 

history. It also earned her 3rd place overall.  

 

      In the “under” division of the girls’ 

shot put, Sophia Truran threw the shot 

24’11 ½” to finish 2nd overall.  

      In the girls’ discus throw, Lydia Chen 

and Carolina Sanchez finished 7th and 8th 

respectively, with Lydia throwing the disc 

64’4” and Carolina right behind at 63’4”. 

Both were best-ever throws.  

      Joba Akeh finished 4th in the discus 

throw with a heave of 87’9”.   

Devin Leung and Alex Hayden finished 7th 

and 8th in the shot put with throws of 25’1” 

and 24’2”. Ivan Amistoso had a great toss 

of 64’ in the discus to finish 9th.  

      On the track, Carly Drumm scored for 

Rosa in the 200-meter sprint, when she 

flew to a 5th place finish with a time of 

29.36 seconds. Sophia Truran finished just 

outside of a scoring place with an 

impressive time of 29. 82.  

      In the boys’ 200-meter sprint, Josh 

Grey also raced impressively while 

running 26.65 to finish 4th.  

      In the girls’ 400-meter run, Lexi 

Tepper finished 6th. She had already 

finished 2nd in the 800-meter run.  

      Eliana Tonghini was 3rd in the 1,600-

meter run where she ran 6:00 and just 

missed a scoring place. Eliana later 

finished 7th in the 800-meter run.  

      Peter Tepper and Dylan Hagan had 

impressive finishes in the distance races. 

Peter won the 800-meter run with a time of 

2:16. Dylan finished 6th in the 800 meter, 

which occurred shortly after his second-

place finish in the 1,600-meter run. Dylan 

ran the race in 5:00, one of the fastest times 

in the school history.  

      The Rosa girls’ 4x100 relay team 

finished 2nd overall with a season-best time 

of 56.09.  

 

Track  and  Field:  

What  A  Year! 
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By Maureen Castle 

Grade 7 

 

 
      My name is Maureen Castle and I am 

currently in 7th grade. I am a member of 

the Junior Model United Nations Club. 

Our club is deeply concerned about the 

issues that plague our world. Just like the 

real United Nations, we discuss solutions    

and go in-depth about the problems. 
       This school year, our topics were 

Food Insecurity and Women’s Access to 

Education. The members of the club are 

separated into committees with one of the 

two topics. Club members participate by 

writing a position and a resolution paper 

for their chosen topic. The position paper 

addresses the problems with the topic 

provided. The   resolution   paper   suggests                         

 

Model United Nations 
solutions. All of Rosa’s papers and 

resolutions were recognized for the final 

conference. 
      Our club also goes on field trips. This 

year, we went on three field trips. The first 

field trip was to the Penn Museum, and our 

second field trip was to the World Affairs 

Council Headquarters in Philadelphia. Our 

third field trip was to Temple University 

Law School where our members presented 

to a large group of UN delegates and 

students. The point of this club is to learn 

more about the problems we currently 

face, and offer solutions to help fix them. 
Five members of our Jr. Model were 

awarded “Excellence” recognition for 

their research and report by the World 

Affairs Council. 
       We would greatly appreciate seeing a 

new face next year, so don’t hesitate to join 

our club! 
 

      On June 6 through June 7, 2018, about 200 Rosa Eighth graders travelled to 

Washington, D.C., by coach bus and experienced a grand time. From lunch at the 

Jefferson Memorial, to a memorable dinner cruise on the Potomac, to absorbing history 

through visits to museums and monuments including ones dedicated to Martin Luther 

King, Jr., World War II, the Korean and Vietnam Wars, Abraham Lincoln and Franklin 

Roosevelt, among others, 8th graders combined learning with fun. Perfect Spring 

weather embraced the Rosa contingent, who also got to experience the moving changing 

of the guard at Arlington National Cemetery. The cemetery is the burial site to soldiers 

who bravely served our country during many conflicts as well as several famous 

Americans including President John F. Kennedy. A huge shout-out to Ms. Tracy Lackey, 

who was responsible for organizing the trip that won raves from students and chaperones 

alike. 

8th Grade Heads To D.C. 

Best Wishes 

Dr. Marcia Ruberg 

School Psychologist 

Mrs. Susan Cappuccio 

8th Grade Approaches To Learning 

Mrs. Diane Paull 

Math 

Mr. George Gehring 

Math 

Mrs. Janet Merin 

7th Grade Approaches To Learning 
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June 12 – 8th Grade Transition Day & Project Pride 

June 14 – 8th Grade Great Adventure Trip 

June 16 – 8th Grade Farewell Dance 

June 18 – Field Day 

June 19, 20, 21 – Early Dismissals 

June 20 – 8th Grade Graduation 

High School East, 2:15 p.m. 

June 21 – LAST STUDENT DAY! 
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